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Thank you for inviting me to make a presentation.  Fusion research is exciting, challenging and important!  The world desperately needs a technology to enable deep decarbonisation by 2050.  Wind and solar can help, but decarbonising transport and home and industrial heating will need something new.  Private investors are getting seriously interested in fusion and it would be a mistake to ignore this trend, whether or not you think it may be premature.  Major investors such as the Breakthrough Energy Coalition and the newly announced Breakthrough Energy Ventures are interested in fusion because of this deep decarbonisation challenge.There are many challenges to face in developing fusion power, and they will only be fully solved by one or more massive collaborative efforts.  However, there is no need for all these efforts to be focussed on single devices or organisations, diversity of organisational approach as well as technological approach may well be the optimum for rapid development of fusion power. There has been an assumption - a worldwide scientific consensus based on good evidence, with unprecedented global political support - that the tokamak is the most promising device for the development of fusion energy.  Worldwide fusion energy research has focussed increasingly strongly on the tokamak for the last 40 years.



Conventional tokamaks (eg JET) 
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Tokamak Energy is unique among privately funded fusion energy ventures in that we are aiming to accelerate the development of fusion energy based on the tokamak.Other private ventures are hoping to find an alternative to the tokamak.  If we can demonstrate good evidence that there is a faster route to fusion power based on updating the tokamak concept then we will be able to use new materials and technologies that many tokamak fusion researchers around the world are already developing or planning to work on. This means the Tokamak Energy strategy will deliver results faster and more cost effectively.



Spherical Tokamaks  (ST) 
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Experimental and theoretical research has shown advantages for “spherical” tokamaks relative to more conventional high aspect ratio devices such as JET at Culham in the UK.  New technology, specifically high temperature superconducting (HTS) magnets, offers the possibility of constructing devices where these advantages may be fully exploited. These devices would be relatively low-power and small-size, yet with high performance, and because of the small size could offer a faster route to fusion power and then to widespread commercial deployment.Tokamak Energy has two realistic and achievable goals in the next 3 years: to demonstrate high performance in a prototype compact spherical tokamak, i.e. getting close (within an order of magnitude) to energy breakeven conditions; to demonstrate that there are no major showstoppers in using compact Spherical Tokamaks with HTS magnets for economically viable fusion power.  If we achieve both goals, further large-scale private investment, as well as public research funding, will flow into fusion power research and will lead to rapid development and deployment. 



The Technology 
Spherical Tokamaks 
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I will now summarise our basic approach, present the evidence we have assembled and our achievements to date, explain our approach to the problems we don’t plan to address directly, but that we think others can solve and outline our longer-term plans and timeline. We aim to combine the advantages of the spherical tokamak with the advantages of high temperature superconductors.  Spherical tokamaks are able to attain a high ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure (known as beta), which means that the magnetic field is used more efficiently.  The high temperature superconductors we use are YBCO and have the ability to carry exceptionally high current densities, in excess of 100 amps per square mm, in a strong magnetic field and at temperatures of around 20 kelvin (K).  This means we can get field strengths in excess of 20 tesla (T) on the magnet itself and about 5T at the centre of the plasma. 20K may seem like quite a low temperature, but it is 5 times higher than conventional low temperature superconductors – which means it can be kept cold using much less energy.  YBCO magnets have recently been made that reach field strengths of over 40T, but we will not need to go that high. It is this combination of the spherical tokamak shape with high temperature superconductors that we believe is the key to development of fusion power.



High temperature superconductors 
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This is a picture of the HTS tape that we use, sitting alongside a cable of copper that carries the same amount of current.  The magnets for a tokamak are made by winding coils of these HTS tapes of many, many turns.  You can see that, for the same magnetic field, a magnet made with HTS tape will take up considerably less space than one made of copper, and it will be able to run continuously without heating up.  The HTS tape is just 100 microns think and only one micron of that is the actual – ceramic – superconductor.  The tape can carry 400 amps at liquid nitrogen temperatures and up to 2000 amps if cooled to 4 kelvin.  The current density in the superconductor itself can be more than 1 million amps per sq mm, but the engineering current density than we finally need to achieve is 100 Amps per sq mm, or ideally a bit higher.When compared with conventional, low temperature superconductors, the HTS tape can deliver much higher magnetic fields and do so at higher temperatures, 20 to 30 kelvin, instead of 4K.  This will enable us to build smaller, cheaper machines, which means we can make progress faster.
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And this is the completed ST25HTS – a small tokamak with all its magnets made of high temperature superconductor – at the end of a 29hr run.  We only turned the machine off because the team needed to go home and get some sleep!  Now, this wasn’t a high temperature plasma, but it was an excellent demonstration of HTS technology for tokamaks.



Top of the Nuclear Fusion  charts! 
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It is important to us to publish papers presenting the scientific evidence for our approach.  Papers by my colleagues have been through the normal peer-review process and stirred considerable interest.  But it would be fair to say that some of the papers are still controversial.Alan Costley, along with co-authors Peter Buxton and Jan Hugill, started the new year with the top 3 papers in the Nuclear Fusion journal “most read” charts – with the 4th being a comment on one of Alan’s papers.  The top-performing of these papers – that shows tokamaks do not have to be huge to be powerful – is the most downloaded paper ever from the Nuclear Fusion journal.  The paper also shows that fusion power plants can operate efficiently at the 100MW level, in contrast to the conventional view that fusion power plants must produce gigawatts of power.We have also published many other papers on the physics and engineering feasibility of our approach, including neutron shielding of superconductors. And we have two papers submitted for publication showing that the economics of compact fusion power modules is promising.  We are pursuing the benefits of “economies of multiples and mass production”, rather than the economy of scale of a much larger device.  There are many benefits of a modular approach, including reduced cost, increased speed of development and the ability to manufacture in a purpose built facility.



Supporting Evidence 
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We have benefitted from having an excellent and eminent Scientific Advisory Board for the last 6 years.  They have seen us assemble evidence for our approach to fusion power while concurrently developing the necessary technology and building two working prototypes with a 3rd on the way.   We have a valuable dialogue with Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) on spherical tokamaks, and with the Plasma Science and Fusion Centre at MIT on HTS magnets.  A major publication from Princeton Plasma Physics Lab in 2016 was, “Fusion nuclear science facilities and pilot plants based on the spherical tokamak”.   Stewart Prager, the Director of PPPL gave evidence to Congress in April 2016 in which he emphasised the Spherical Tokamak route to fusion power and referred to the advantages of using HTS magnets.  It is encouraging to us that leading laboratories share our vision and we appreciate the opportunities for collaboration.  We also continue to attract leading fusion scientists from around the world as consultants and advisors.We don’t have to work on all pieces of the puzzle ourselves.Indeed, collaboration is necessarily part of the pathway to fusion energy due to the many complex challenges involved.We have analysed 18 problem areas ranging from the engineering of HTS magnets to the physics of burning plasmas to tritium breeding blankets.  We will tackle some problems ourselves, like HTS magnets, primarily with internal resources, but we will aim to collaborate with partners to address areas such as tritium breeding blankets.  Our experience to date is that many scientists and engineers are willing to collaborate because we are working on technology that is developing rapidly and that has hugely exciting implications for power production.



Achievements 
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Our achievements to date:   We have filed 14 families of patent applications, many of which are on the technology of HTS magnets.  We have raised private investment of £20M, mainly from private individuals in the UK, but including Oxford Instruments, L&G Capital and the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.We have designed the ST40 spherical tokamak, currently under construction, that will produce plasma temperatures of 15 million degrees (hotter than the centre of the sun) in 2017.  The ST40 is designed to achieve 100 million degrees and get within a factor of ten of energy breakeven conditions (without using the full fusion fuel).We have established an HTS magnet development laboratory which we are just expanding and a plan for rapid systematic development of high field HTS magnets.  We have also recruited a world-class team of superconducting magnet engineers.We have built and demonstrated a small tokamak (ST25 1.0) which now produces plasma pulses up to 20 seconds.  We then built a second small tokamak, ST25 1.2 HTS, the world’s first tokamak with exclusively HTS magnets and demonstrated 29 hours continuous plasma in the ST25 1.2 HTS – live during the Royal Society Summer Science Exhibition in London in 2015.We were honoured to be selected as a World Economic Forum Technology Pioneer in 2015, recognised for our innovative approach to tackling the fusion problem, something that will have a huge impact on the world.



Milestones 2017-2019 
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Our future plans:  We aim to achieve 15 million degree plasma temperatures – hotter than the centre of the sun – in our ST40 tokamak well before the end of this year.  We will then go on to increase the temperature to 100 million degrees – fusion temperatures.  By 2019 we plan to get the combination of temperature, density and energy confinement time close to that necessary for energy gain – certainly within a factor of ten.  In parallel with this we are developing high temperature superconducting magnets, aiming to have a toroidal field magnet suitable for the ST40 by 2019.We will then start building our next tokamak, which will use HTS magnets and is being designed for a first demonstration of electricity from fusion by 2025.  It will lead to a power plant module that puts electricity into the grid by 2030. This is, of course, a huge challenge.  We will need massive investment, many important collaborations, an excellent supply chain, many dedicated and creative engineers and scientists – and, no doubt, some good luck and good Management – in order to succeed.  But make no mistake about it, controlled fusion in tokamaks is possible and can be the basis of a safe, secure and clean way to produce heat and electricity.So that gives you an outline of our strategy.Why am I so confident about this?Firstly, let me remind you that there are many things we take for granted now that were once thought impossible.  Air travel for example.  Secondly, the JET tokamak at Culham achieved 16MW of fusion power back in 1997, 65% energy out compared to what was put in.  And things have changed since the early years of fusion research. We now have new materials and technologies available to us.  I have already described how Tokamak Energy is taking advantage of advances in superconductor technology.  With increased knowledge and new technologies we can build on these foundations to reach energy breakeven and go beyond to commercial fusion.Thirdly, there are people and organisations willing to invest in and support bold, early stage technologies with global potential.  Solving the tricky engineering problems in the way of commercial fusion power will require increasing investment over several years.  Ideally it requires a coordinated and parallel approach.  Increasingly now, there is private investment available for such endeavours, which is providing a valuable boost to the fusion field.  



Recent Progress 
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Breakthrough Energy Ventures 

Climate Impact 
- technologies that have the potential to reduce  
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filling the gaps 
- companies that need the unique attributes of BEV capital. 
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Private investment is available and growing.  An example of this is Breakthrough Energy Ventures, a new fund set up by 20 of the world's wealthiest entrepreneurs to invest in disruptive clean energy companies over the next 20 years.  Here are their investment criteria: Climate Impact- technologies that have the potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least half a gigaton.other investments- companies with real potential to attract capital from sources outside of BEV and the broader Breakthrough Energy Coalition.scientific possibility- technologies with an existing scientific proof of concept that can be meaningfully advanced.filling the gaps- companies that need the unique attributes of BEV capital, including patience, judgment by scientific milestones, flexible investment capabilities, and a significant global network.



Why now? 
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Elsewhere we can see private ventures tacking challenges previously assumed to be the realm of governments – ventures like Virgin Galactic & SpaceX…As Lord Rees of Ludlow, ex President of the Royal Society, said last year:   The private sector now has greater appetite for risk in scientific projects than Western governments.This is good news for fusion, which over previous decades has become large, political and cumbersome.  Private investment is allowing smaller, agile companies to try different approaches and make new inroads into an old problem.  Tokamak Energy is responding to the pressure from private investors for speed and efficiency.  This is great news not just for fusion but for science, engineering and innovation in general.  It is pushing the boundaries of what it achievable and increasing scientific knowledge and engineering know-how.  We are treating the pursuit of fusion energy as an engineering challenge and a business, rather than a “big science” project. We have a series of goals – or challenges – of increasing difficulty that we will tackle.The basis of our approach is exploiting two emerging technologies – Spherical Tokamaks and High Temperature Superconductors – to open up the possibility of compact fusion power. 



A few thoughts… 

Does fusion research lack diversity?   
Dan Clery, Dec 2014,  
in Eurofusion News 
 
 
The energy and initiative of the private companies could 
give fusion a much needed shot in the arm, and for them 
to take the next step towards viability they will need much 
more money, and could use support rather than disdain.  
 
Perhaps in fusion, as in biology, diversity will  
promote health and vitality. And you never  
know, one of them might actually work. 
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I’d like to finish with a thought on diversity in fusion and a comment on the way alternative fusion concepts are sometimes viewed.  Dan Clery, a scientific journalist who has written extensively about fusion energy, wrote an article in December 2014 for Eurofusion News entitled, “Does fusion research lack diversity?”  He wrote,“From the point of view of the public and politicians, not much has happened in fusion since 1997, when JET made its record-setting DT shots, and not much is likely to happen at ITER for another decade….“… the articles I wrote about private fusion efforts have got the biggest reaction from readers of almost anything else I’ve written. …perhaps it is time for mainstream fusion scientists to embrace these alternative efforts. Both sides could gain.” It is interesting that the articles that provoke the biggest reaction in the general public are the ones about new ideas and new companies.  There is a feeling that finally some progress may be made.  Clery went on to say,“The energy and initiative of the private companies could give fusion a much needed shot in the arm, and for them to take the next step towards viability they will need much more money, and could use support rather than disdain. Perhaps in fusion, as in biology, diversity will promote health and vitality. And you never know, one of them might actually work.”Tokamak Energy welcomes the opportunity to work more closely with UK, European and International institutions, investors and companies to help accelerate the development of fusion energy.We think we have a great opportunity to put the excitement back into fusion – that is the surest way to attract new investment.  The giants of the New Economy, including members of the Breakthrough Energy Coalition, like an exciting challenge with huge impact.  Fusion is just that!



A few more thoughts… 
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I’d like to finish with a thought on diversity in fusion and a comment on the way alternative fusion concepts are sometimes viewed.  Dan Clery, a scientific journalist who has written extensively about fusion energy, wrote an article in December 2014 for Eurofusion News entitled, “Does fusion research lack diversity?”  He wrote,“From the point of view of the public and politicians, not much has happened in fusion since 1997, when JET made its record-setting DT shots, and not much is likely to happen at ITER for another decade….“… the articles I wrote about private fusion efforts have got the biggest reaction from readers of almost anything else I’ve written. …perhaps it is time for mainstream fusion scientists to embrace these alternative efforts. Both sides could gain.” It is interesting that the articles that provoke the biggest reaction in the general public are the ones about new ideas and new companies.  There is a feeling that finally some progress may be made.  Clery went on to say,“The energy and initiative of the private companies could give fusion a much needed shot in the arm, and for them to take the next step towards viability they will need much more money, and could use support rather than disdain. Perhaps in fusion, as in biology, diversity will promote health and vitality. And you never know, one of them might actually work.”Tokamak Energy welcomes the opportunity to work more closely with UK, European and International institutions, investors and companies to help accelerate the development of fusion energy.We think we have a great opportunity to put the excitement back into fusion – that is the surest way to attract new investment.  The giants of the New Economy, including members of the Breakthrough Energy Coalition, like an exciting challenge with huge impact.  Fusion is just that!



Summary 

• Fusion energy is a goal worth pursuing! 
 Private investors are getting interested 

 We are the only venture developing tokamaks. 

 The evidence for our route to fusion is growing. 

 

• Our clear goals will enable us to raise more 
investment. 

• Early success will inject excitement into 
fusion 

• And we will work with investors and partners 
to succeed 
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So in summaryFusion energy is a goal that is certainly worth pursuing.Private investors are getting interested (at the billion dollar level, with 10 or 20 companies worldwide pursuing the goal).The tokamak is by far the best performing device so far for controlled fusion.Tokamak Energy is the only private company, as far as we are aware, that is developing its own tokamak fusion research devices.The evidence for a viable spherical tokamak route to fusion power is building up.There is an active and strong community of researchers worldwide who are solving many of the problems of fusion energy, especially from tokamaks – we can learn from them or partner with them.We can identify short and medium term achievable goals which will enable us to raise further, substantial private investment.When we succeed even partially it will inject excitement into the world of fusion, our shareholders will get a good or perhaps excellent, return on their investment and it will help to accelerate the development of fusion energy.But we are aiming for more than partial success and we will work with investors and partners to ensure that we succeed completely!



Thank  you 
@TokamakEnergy 

www. tokamakenergy .co .uk  
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Finally, we think there is a great opportunity to put the excitement back into fusion, that is the surest to attract new investment.  The giants of the New Economy, including members of the Breakthrough Energy Coalition, like an exciting challenge with huge impact.
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